Abstract. Under Stone/Priestley duality for distributive lattices, Esakia spaces correspond to Heyting algebras which leads to the well-known dual equivalence between the category of Esakia spaces and morphisms on one side and the category of Heyting algebras and Heyting morphisms on the other. Based on the technique of idempotent split completion, we give a simple proof of a more general result involving certain relations rather then functions as morphisms. We also extend the notion of Esakia space to all stably locally compact spaces and show that these spaces define the idempotent split completion of compact Hausdorff spaces. Finally, we exhibit connections with split algebras for related monads.
Introduction
These notes evolve around the observation that Esakia duality for Heyting algebras arises more naturally when considering the larger category SpecDist with objects spectral spaces and with morphisms spectral distributors. In fact, as we observed already in [Hofmann, 2014] , in this category Esakia spaces define the idempotent split completion of Stone spaces. Furthermore, it is well-known that SpecDist is dually equivalent to the category DLat ⊥,∨ of distributive lattices and maps preserving finite suprema and that, under this equivalence, Stone spaces correspond to Boolean algebras. This tells us that the category of Esakia spaces and spectral distributors is dually equivalent to the idempotent split completion of the category Boole ⊥,∨ of Boolean algebras and maps preserving finite suprema. However, the main ingredients to identify this category as the full subcategory of DLat ⊥,∨ defined by all co-Heyting algebras were already provided by McKinsey and Tarski in 1946. In order to present this argumentation, we carefully recall in Section 1 various aspects of spectral spaces and Stone spaces which are the spaces occurring on the topological side of the famous duality theorems of Stone for distributive lattices and Boolean algebras. Special emphasis is given to the larger class of stably locally compact spaces and their relationship with ordered compact Hausdorff spaces. We also briefly present the extension of Stone's result to categories of continuous relations, an idea attributed to Halmos. These continuous relations and, more generally, spectral distributors, are best understood using the Vietoris monad which is the topic of Section 2. In particular, we identify adjunctions in the Kleisli category of the lower Vietors monad on the category of stably locally compact spaces and spectral maps which is then used to describe Esakia spaces as the idempotent split completion of Stone spaces. In Section 3 we use the facts presented in the previous section to deduce Esakia dualities using the technique of idempotent split completion. Moreover, we extend the notion of Esakia space to all stably locally compact spaces and deduce in Section 4 that the category of (generalised) Esakia spaces and spectral distributors is the idempotent split completion of the category of compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous relations. Finally, the idempotent split completion of Kleisli categories is ultimately linked to the notion of split algebra for a monad, which is the topic of Section 5.
Stone and Halmos dualities
The aim of this section is to collect some well-known facts about duality theory for Boolean algebras and distributive lattices and about the topological spaces which occur as their duals. As much as possible we try to indicate original sources.
Naturally, we begin with the classical Stone dualities stating (in modern language) that the category Stone of Stone spaces (= zero-dimensional compact Hausdorff topological spaces) and continuous maps is dually equivalent to the category Boole of Boolean algebras and homomorphisms (see [Stone, 1936] )
and that the category Spec of spectral spaces and spectral maps is dually equivalent to the category DLat of distributive lattices 1 and homomorphisms (see [Stone, 1938] )
We recall that a topological space X is spectral whenever X is sober and the compact and open subsets are closed under finite intersections and form a base for the topology of X. Note that in particular every spectral space is compact. A continuous map f : X → Y between spectral spaces is called spectral whenever f −1 (A) is compact, for every A ⊆ Y compact and open. A subset of a Stone space is compact if and only if it is closed, hence every Stone space is spectral and every continuous map between Stone spaces is spectral; that is, Stone is a full subcategory of Spec. Moreover, a spectral space X is a Stone space if and only if X is Hausdorff. Under the equivalence above, a spectral space X corresponds to the distributive lattice of compact and open subsets of X ordered by inclusion; if X is a Stone space, then the lattice of compact opens is actually the Boolean algebra of closed and open subsets. In the other direction, to a distributive lattice L one associates its prime spectrum spec L; and spec L is Hausdorff if and only if L is a Boolean algebra. For a detailed presentation of these duality theorems and many of their consequences we refer to [Johnstone, 1986] . Another important aspect of spectral spaces is disclosed in [Hochster, 1969] : besides being the prime spectra of distributive lattices, spectral spaces are also precisely the prime spectra of commutative rings with unit. For a common study of lattice spectra and ring spectra we refer to [Simmons, 1980] . Hochster also constructs a right adjoint Spec → Stone to the inclusion functor Stone ֒→ Spec which associates to a spectral space X the topological space with the same underlying set and with the topology generated by the open subsets and the complements of the compact open subsets of X, this space is called the patch of X. Furthermore, in this paper we follow [Hochster, 1969] and consider the natural underlying order of a topological T0-space X defined as x ≤ y whenever y ∈ {x}, which is equivalent to saying that the principal filter x converges to y. This order relation is discrete if and only if X is T1. For a general (not necessarily T0) topological space, this relation is still reflexive and transitive and leads to another important feature of the category Top of topological spaces and continuous maps: Top is a 2-category. Here, for continuous maps f, g : X → Y between topological spaces we write f ≤ g whenever f (x) ≤ g(x) for all x ∈ X, which defines the 2-cells in Top. Consequently, we consider also subcategories of Top as 2-categories; and note that this structure becomes trivial in CompHaus and Stone. The 2-categorical nature of Top leads us to consider the notion of adjunction: for continuous maps f : X → Y and g : Y → X, we say that f is left adjoint to g, written as f ⊣ g, if 1 X ≤ gf and f g ≤ 1 Y . Given f , there exists up to equivalence at most one such g, and in this case we call f a left adjoint continuous map.
Hochster also introduces a notion of dual space: for a spectral space X, the set X equipped with the topology generated by the complements of the compact open subsets of X is a spectral space whose underlying order is dual to the underlying order of X. Therefore we denote this space by X op , and it is not hard to see that (X op ) op = X. Since every spectral map f : X → Y is also a spectral map of type X op → Y op , we obtain a 2-functor
A different perspective on spectral spaces is offered by Priestley [1970 Priestley [ , 1972 . Priestley showed that the category DLat is also dually equivalent to the full subcategory Priest of the category OrdCompHaus of ordered compact Hausdorff spaces (as introduced in [Nachbin, 1950] ) and continuous monotone maps defined by all order-separated spaces (these spaces are nowadays called Priestley spaces). We note that the compact Hausdorff topology of a Priestley space is necessarily a Stone topology. Hence, in an indirect way she showed that the categories Spec and Priest are equivalent,
A couple of years later, Cornish proved this fact directly in [Cornish, 1975] (see also [Fleisher, 2000] ); in fact, both categories are shown to be isomorphic. Here a spectral space X corresponds to the Priestley space with the same underlying set, ordered by the underlying order of X, and equipped with the patch topology. In the other direction, a Priestley space X corresponds to the spectral space whose topology is given by all those opens of X which are also down-closed.
More generally, this construction does not only apply to Priestley spaces but indeed to all ordered compact Hausdorff spaces and defines an isomorphism between OrdCompHaus and the category StLocComp of stably locally compact spaces and spectral maps between them. Below we sketch this correspondence, for more information we refer to [Gierz et al., 1980] and also to the more recent [Jung, 2004] . A topological space X is called stably locally compact if X is sober, locally compact and finite intersections of compact down-sets (with respect to the underlying order of X) are compact. A continuous map f : X → Y between stably locally compact spaces is spectral whenever f −1 (A) is compact, for every A ⊆ Y compact and downclosed. Equivalently, a topological space X is stably locally compact if and only if X is T0, locally compact and every ultrafilter in X has a smallest convergence point with respect to the underlying order of X; and a map f : X → Y between stably locally compact spaces is spectral (in particular continuous) if and only if f is monotone with respect to the underlying orders and, moreover, the diagram
commutes. Here U : Set → Set denotes the ultrafilter functor and the maps α : U X → X and β : U Y → Y pick, for each ultrafilter, the smallest convergence point. Every spectral space is stably locally compact, and the two notions of spectral maps between spectral spaces are actually equivalent. We also point out that a continuous map f : X → Y between stably locally compact spaces which is left adjoint in Top is automatically spectral.
Every compact Hausdorff space is stably locally compact and every continuous map between compact Hausdorff spaces is spectral, which defines the inclusion functor
As for spectral spaces and Stone spaces, this functor has a right adjoint StLocComp → CompHaus which sends a stably locally compact space X to the compact Hausdorff space with the same underlying set and the (generalised) patch topology, that is, the topology generated by the open subsets and the complements of the compact down-closed subsets of X. For X spectral, this topology coincides with the patch topology described above. Using this generalised patch topology, the correspondence between spectral spaces and Priestley spaces extends immediately: every stably locally compact space X defines an ordered compact Hausdorff space with the patch topology and the underlying order of X, and an ordered compact Hausdorff space X becomes a stably locally compact space where the topology is given by all down-closed opens of X. Clearly, OrdCompHaus is also a 2-category with the point-wise order on maps; and then the above described isomorphism OrdCompHaus ≃ StLocComp is an isomorphism of 2-categories. In terms of ordered compact Hausdorff spaces, the adjunction
CompHaus.

Moreover, there is a 2-functor (−)
op : OrdCompHaus → OrdCompHaus co which inverts the order relation of a compact Hausdorff space X; and which induces a 2-functor
where X op turns out to be the space with the same underlying set as X and with the topology induced by the complements of the compact down-sets of X. If X is spectral, this notion of dual space coincides with the one of Hochster described above. Another interesting generalisation of Stone's duality theorem is given in [Halmos, 1956] . Instead of continuous maps, Halmos considers continuous relations and shows that the category StoneRel of Stone spaces and continuous relations (called Boolean relations in [Halmos, 1956] ) is dually equivalent to the category Boole ⊥,∨ of Boolean algebras with "hemimorphisms", that is, maps preserving finite suprema but not necessarily finite infima (see also [Sambin and Vaccaro, 1988] ). Similarly, the category SpecDist of spectral spaces and spectral distributors (respectively Priestley spaces and Priestley distributors, see [Cignoli et al., 1991] ) is dually equivalent to the category DLat ⊥,∨ of distributive lattices and maps preserving finite suprema.
We have not yet explained the meaning of continuous relation and spectral distributor, which is the subject of the next section.
Vietoris monads
Similarly to the fact that the category Rel of sets and relations can be seen as the Kleisli category of the power-set monad on Set, we will describe StoneRel and SpecDist as Kleisli categories of certain monads.
Before doing so, we recall the notion of "monotone relation" between ordered sets. A relation r : X − → Y between ordered sets is called a distributor whenever, for all x, x ′ ∈ X and y, y ′ ∈ Y ,
Put differently, the corresponding map r : X → P Y from X into the powerset of Y has its image in the ordered set P ↑ Y of all up-closed subsets of Y (ordered by inverse inclusion), and the restriction r : X → P ↑ Y is monotone. We write r : X − → • Y to indicate that r is a distributor. The relational composite of distributors is a distributor again, and the identity with respect to this composition law is the order relation on an ordered set X. We have thus described the category Dist of ordered sets and distributors which becomes a 2-category when considering the inclusion order of relations. We also note that Dist is isomorphic to the Kleisli category of the up-set monad on the category of ordered sets and monotone maps. A monotone map f : X → Y between ordered sets induces distributors f * : X − → • Y and f * : Y − → • X defined by x f * y whenever f (x) ≤ y and y f * x whenever y ≤ f (x) respectively; that is, f * =≤ Y ·f and f * = f • · ≤ Y . We also remark that f * ⊣ f * in the ordered category Dist, in fact, every adjunction in Dist is of this form (see [Borceux and Dejean, 1986] ). Arguably, the topological counterpart to the up-set monad is the lower Vietoris monad Î = (V, e, m) on Top which consists of the functor V : Top → Top sending a topological space
with the topology generated by the sets
and the unit e and the multiplication m of Î are given by
respectively. We note that the underlying order of V X is the opposite of subset inclusion, that is, A ≤ B if and only if A ⊇ B, for all A, B ∈ V X. We also note that V : Top → Top is a 2-functor. The following lemma describes the convergence in V X (see [Hofmann, 2014] ).
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a topological space, A ∈ V X and p be an ultrafilter on V X. Then p → A in V X if and only if A ⊆ A∈p A. some important properties of Î, for more information we refer to Schalk [1993] , [Escardó, 1998] and Hofmann [2014] . Proposition 2.2.
(1) The monad Î = (V, e, m) on Top is of Kock-Zöberlein type, that is, e V X ≤ V e X for every topological spaces X (see Kock [1995] and Zöberlein [1976] ). Consequently, the monad Î = (V, e, m) on Top restricts to Kock-Zöberlein monads on StLocComp and on Spec, also denoted by Î = (V, e, m). Using the adjunction
we can transfer the monad Î on StLocComp to the Vietoris monad Î = ( V , e, m) on CompHaus. Hence, V X is the patch space of V X; the topology of V X is generated by the sets
We note that this is the topology on the set of closed subsets of a compact Hausdorff space originally considered by [Vietoris, 1922] . The unit e and the multiplication m are as above, but note that e X (x) = {x} since X is Hausdorff. Therefore the monad Î on CompHaus restricts to a monad on Stone which we also denote by Î = ( V , e, m). For a compact Hausdorff space X, the underlying order is discrete and therefore we write CompHausRel to denote the full subcategory of StLocCompDist defined by compact Hausdorff spaces. We refer to the morphisms in CompHausRel as continuous relations, and write r : X − → Y in this case. Clearly, there is a canonical forgetful functor CompHausRel → Rel. Finally, we denote by SpecDist the full subcategory of StLocCompDist defined by all spectral spaces; likewise, StoneRel denotes the full subcategory of CompHausRel defined by all Stone spaces.
Below we give a characterisation of spectral distributors in terms of ultrafilter convergence (see [Hofmann, 2014] ). Before doing so, we recall from [Barr, 1970] that the ultrafilter functor U : Set → Set extends to a functor U : Rel → Rel; here, for a relation r : X − → Y , the relation U r : U X − → U Y is given by x U r y ⇐⇒ ∀A ∈ x . {y ∈ Y | x r y for some x ∈ A} ∈ y for all x ∈ U X and y ∈ U Y (see also [Clementino and Hofmann, 2004] ).
Proposition 2.4. Let X and Y be stably locally compact spaces with ultrafilter convergence a : U X − → X and b : U Y − → Y respectively. Then a relation r : X − → Y is a spectral distributor r : X − → • Y if and only if r is a distributor between the underlying ordered sets and the diagram of relations
For a spectral map f : X → Y between stably locally compact spaces, the spectral distributor corresponding to the composite X f − → Y e Y −→ V Y is given by f * : X − → • Y , defined with respect to the underlying orders. Also note that the definition of f * can be applied to any map f : X → Y , not only to monotone and spectral maps. However, we have: Proposition 2.5. Let X and Y be stably locally compact spaces and f : X → Y be a map. Then f is spectral if and only if f * is a spectral distributor.
Proof. Clearly, if f is spectral, then f * is a spectral distributor. Assume now that f * is a spectral distributor. Then f is certainly monotone. The convergence a : U X − → X of X can be written as a = α * , where α : U X → X is the monotone map which sends an ultrafilter x ∈ U X to its smallest convergence point; similarly, b = β * with β : U Y → Y being the monotone map sending an ultrafilter y ∈ U Y to its smallest convergence point. Applying U : Rel → Rel to the order relation on X and Y gives a reflexive and transitive (but not necessarily anti-symmetric) relation on U X and U Y respectively, and then U f :
, and from f * · α * = β * · (U f ) * we deduce that the diagram
Similarly, for arbitrary topological spaces X and Y we characterise those relations r : X − → Y which correspond to continuous maps of type r : X → V Y , we call such relations continuous distributors.
Proposition 2.6. Let X and Y be topological spaces with ultrafilter convergence a : U X − → X and b : U Y − → Y respectively. Then a relation r : X − → Y is a continuous distributor r : X − → • Y if and only if r is a distributor between the underlying ordered sets and, moreover,
Proof. Clearly, if r : X − → Y is a continuous distributor, then r is also a distributor between the underlying orders. Let now x ∈ X and assume that y → y in Y and r(x) ∈ y. Since r(x) is closed, y ∈ r(x) and therefore x ≤ x r y. Let now x ∈ U X, x ∈ X and y ∈ Y with x → x and x r y. Then U r (x) → r (x) and therefore, by Lemma 2.1,
for all A ∈ x. Consequently, there is some y ∈ U Y with y → y and
for all A ∈ x, hence x (U r) y. To see the reverse implication, we show first that r(x) is closed, for all x ∈ X. In fact, if there is some y ∈ U Y with r(x) ∈ y and y → y in Y , then there is some x ′ ∈ X with x ≤ x ′ r y and, since r is a distributor, x r y. To see that r : X → V Y is continuous, assume that x → x in X. Then, for every y ∈ r (x), there is some y ∈ U Y with y → y and x (U r) y, hence
The (order-theoretic) distributor f * : Y − → • X is not always a spectral distributor. In fact, in Proposition 2.2 we have already characterised those spectral maps f : X → Y where V f has a left adjoint. Since Î is of Kock-Zöberlein type, it is easy to see that such a left adjoint is necessarily an algebra homomorphism, hence:
Theorem 2.7. For a morphism f : X → Y in StLocComp, the following assertions are equivalent.
(ii) The spectral distributor f * : X − → Y has a right adjoint in StLocCompDist.
(iii) the distributor f * : Y − → • X is a spectral distributor.
Esakia dualities
Besides Boolean algebras, another important class of distributive lattices is the class of Heyting algebras, which correspond under Stone (resp. Priestley) duality to certain spectral (resp. Priestley) spaces. The precise description of this correspondence dates back to 1974; in fact, quoting [Davey and Galati, 2003 ]: "The description of the restricted Priestley duality for Heyting algebras was first worked out by M. Adams. The paper in which the description appeared was distributed to a number of those working on applications of Priestley duality but was never published . . . Esakia gives a duality for Boolean algebras with an additional closure operation and then indicates how to use this duality to obtain a duality for Heyting algebras. It should be noted that Esakia's result was obtained without reference to either distributive lattices or Priestley duality. Indeed, because the proof of his duality for Heyting algebras is indirect and missing many details, it is not immediately clear from the paper that Esakia's duality actually is the restricted Priestley duality.". The result of Esakia mentioned above is published in [Esakia, 1974] . The Priestley spaces corresponding to Heyting algebras are often called Esakia spaces (the designation Heyting spaces is used in [Davey and Galati, 2003] In this section we wish to make the point that this duality for Heyting algebras arises more naturally when considering the larger category of spectral spaces and spectral distributors. For technical reasons we will consider here co-Heyting algebras, that is, distributive lattices L where L op is a Heyting algebra.
To start, we extend the notion of Esakia space to stably locally compact spaces on the obvious way.
Definition 3.1. A stably locally compact space X is called an Esakia space whenever, for every open subset A of the patch space X p of X, its down-closure ↓A is open in X.
Bearing in mind Theorem 2.7, one obtains the following characterisation (see also [Hofmann, 2014] ).
Theorem 3.2. For a stably locally compact space X, the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) X is an Esakia space.
(ii) The spectral map i :
The spectral distributor i * : X p − → • X has a right adjoint (necessarily given by i * ).
(iv) X is a split subobject of a compact Hausdorff space Y in StLocCompDist.
If X is spectral, then the space Y in the last assertion can be chosen as a Stone space.
We write GEsaDist to denote the full subcategory of StLocCompDist defined by all Esakia spaces, and EsaDist stands for the full subcategory of GEsaDist defined by all spectral spaces. Recall that SpecDist ≃ DLat op ⊥,∨ , and one easily sees that the category DLat ⊥,∨ is idempotent split complete. All told:
Corollary 3.3. The category EsaDist is the idempotent split completion of StoneRel.
The algebraic analogue to Theorem 3.2 is essentially proven in [McKinsey and Tarski, 1946] . For a distributive lattice L, we consider its Booleanisation j : L ֒→ B which is given by any epimorphic embedding in DLat of L into a Boolean algebra B (it is a completion in the sense of [Brümmer et al., 1992] ). Translated to Spec, the homomorphism j corresponds to the spectral map i : X p → X. Furthermore, every lattice homomorphism f : L 1 → L 2 extends to a homomorphism f : B 1 → B 2 between the corresponding Boolean algebras.
Theorem 3.4. For a distributive lattice L, the following assertions are equivalent.
(1) L is a co-Heyting algebra.
(2) The lattice homomorphism j : L → B has a left adjoint in
If f : L 1 → L 2 be a lattice homomorphism between Heyting algebras, then f preserves the coHeyting operation if and only if the diagram
Proof. The equivalence (1)⇐⇒ (2) is shown in [McKinsey and Tarski, 1946] , and (2) Then, for all x, y, z ∈ L,
To conclude the missing implication, just observe that s(x) s(y) ≤ sr(s(x) s(y)). The second statement is clear.
We denote the full subcategory of DLat ⊥,∨ defined by all co-Heyting algebras by coHeyt ⊥,∨ .
Corollary 3.5. The category coHeyt ⊥,∨ is the idempotent split completion of Boole ⊥,∨ .
In the sequel Esa denotes the full subcategory of Spec defined by Esakia spaces, and coHeyt the full subcategory of DLat defined by co-Heyting algebras. From the discussion above we obtain the main result of this section. which, when restricted to maps and lattice homomorphisms, yields Esa ≃ coHeyt op . Moreover, a morphism f : L 2 → L 1 in coHeyt preserves the co-Heyting operation if and only if the corresponding spectral map g : X 1 → X 2 makes the diagram of spectral distributors
commutative; element-wise: for all x ∈ X 1 and y ∈ X 2 with g(x) ≤ y, there is some x ′ ∈ X 1 with x ≤ x ′ and g(x ′ ) = y.
Generalised Esakia spaces as idempotent split completion
With the results of the last section in mind, we would like to conclude that GEsaDist is the idempotent split completion of the category CompHausRel. This follows indeed from Theorem 3.2, as soon as we know that the category StLocCompDist is idempotent split complete. Similarly to the case of spectral spaces, it is easier to argue in the dual category; and the following result is essentially in [Jung et al., 2001] . We write StContDLat ,≪ to denote the category of continuous distributive lattices where the way-below relation is stable under finite infima and maps preserving suprema and the way-below relation. Note that every continuous distributive lattice is a frame.
Theorem 4.1. The category StLocCompDist is dually equivalent to the category StContDLat ,≪ .
Proposition 4.2. The category StContDLat ,≪ is idempotent split complete.
Proof. Let e : L → L be an idempotent morphism in StContDLat ,≪ . Then e splits in the category of sup-lattices and sup-preserving maps, that is, there is a complete lattice M and sup-preserving maps r : L → M and s : M → L so that e = sr and rs = 1 M . Then M is certainly a distributive lattice, and, since the embedding s : M → L preserves suprema, for all x, y ∈ M one has s(x) ≪ s(y) ⇒ x ≪ y.
Consequently, since e : L → L preserves the way-below relation, so does r : L → M . We show now that s : M → L preserves the way-below relation. To this end, let x ≪ y in M . Since L is a continuous lattice,
and note that {b ∈ L | b ≪ s(y)} is directed. Hence, y = rs(y) is the directed supremum of {r(b) ∈ L | b ≪ s(y)}. Therefore there exist some b ≪ s(y) with x ≤ r(b) and, since e preserves the way-below relation, we obtain
This shows that s preserves the way-below relation, and from that it follows that M is a continuous lattice. Finally, we prove that the way-below relation in M is stable under finite infima. Note that r(⊤) = ⊤ since r is surjective, therefore, since ⊤ ≪ ⊤ in L, we obtain ⊤ ≪ ⊤ in M . Let now x ≪ x ′ and y ≪ y ′ in M . Then
Corollary 4.3. The category GEsaDist is the idempotent split completion of CompHausRel.
Split algebras
In the previous section we have seen that the Kleisli category StLocComp Î is idempotent split complete; consequently, the full subcategory of StLocComp Î defined by the free algebras V Y is idempotent split complete. This seems to be a rare case, and in general the idempotent split completion of the free algebras for a monad defines an interesting class of algebras, called split algebras (see [Rosebrugh and Wood, 2004] ). Most notably, for the up-set monad 2 on the category of ordered sets and monotone functions, the split algebras are precisely the completely distributive complete lattices (see Fawcett and Wood [1990] and [Rosebrugh and Wood, 1994] ). In this section we will relate the free algebras for the lower Vietoris monad on StLocComp with the split algebras for other monads in topology.
To start, recall that the filter monad = (F, e, m) on Top consists of
• the functor F : Top → Top where, for a topological space X, F X is the set of all filters on the lattices of opens of X equipped with the topology generated by the sets A # = {f ∈ F X | A ∈ f} (A ⊆ X open), and, for f : X → Y , the map F f sends a filter f on the opens of X to the filter {B ⊆ Y | f −1 [B] ∈ f} on the opens of Y ; • and the natural transformations e : 1 → F and m : F F → F are given by
for all topological spaces X, F ∈ F F X and x ∈ X.
We also note that the filter monad on Top is of Kock-Zöberlein type, dual to the case of the lower Vietoris monad: F e X ≤ e F X for all topological spaces X. A filter f in the lattice of opens of X is called prime whenever, for A, B ⊆ X open, A ∪ B ∈ f implies A ∈ f or B ∈ f. We denote by p = (F p , e, m) the submonad of of defined by prime filters. For more information we refer to [Escardó, 1997] .
As shown in [Day, 1975] , the category of Eilenberg-Moore algebras of the filter monad on Top is equivalent to the category ContLat of continuous lattices and Scott-continuous and inf-preserving maps; this latter category is introduced in [Scott, 1972] . We also recall from [Simmons, 1982] that Top p is the category StLocComp; in particular, there is a forgetful functor Top → StLocComp. In [Wyler, 1981] it is shown that the category of Eilenberg-Moore algebras for the Vietoris monad Î on the category CompHaus of compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps is equivalent to ContLat, hence:
A slight generalisation of this result is presented in [Hofmann, 2014] . Since StLocComp ≃ Top p , we conclude that the filter monad on Top is isomorphic to the composite monad of p and Î via a distributive law, and that F X = (V (F p (X) op )) op for each topological space X. Following [Rosebrugh and Wood, 2004] , for a monad on a category C where idempotents split we consider the full subcategory Spl(C ) of C defined by the split algebras, that is, by those -algebras X with algebra structure α : DX → X for which exists a homomorphism t : X → DX with αt = 1 X . If is of Kock-Zöberlein type, these splittings are adjoint to the algebra structure. Put differently, Spl(C ) is the idempotent split completion of the full subcategory of C defined by the free algebras.
The split algebras for various filter monads are studied in [Hofmann, 2013] where they are characterised by a disconnectedness condition. In particular:
Proposition 5.2. The split algebras for the prime filter monad are precisely those stably compact spaces X where, for every open subset of X, its closure in the patch topology is open in X. The split algebras for the filter monad are precisely the filter spaces of frames.
We note that every split algebra for p is a spectral space. The following lemma is easy to prove (see [Hofmann, 2013] , for instance).
Lemma 5.3. Let L be a distributive lattice. Then the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) L is a coframe.
(ii) L is a split subobject in DLat of the lattice C(X) of closed subsets, for some topological space X. (iii) L is a split subobject in DLat ⊥,∨ of the lattice C(Y ) of closed subsets, for some topological space Y .
The result above allows us to recover the description of frames inside Priestley (resp. Stone) duality of [Pultr and Sichler, 1988] . Note that those spaces which are split algebras for p are called f-spaces there.
Corollary 5.4. A stably compact space X is a split algebra for p if and only if X is spectral and its lattice SX of compact open subsets of X is a frame.
Proof. First note that every split algebra X for p is spectral since X is a subspace of a free algebra F p Y (Y in Top) in StLocComp ≃ Top p . Since Spec ≃ DLat op , a spectral space X is a split subobject of some F p Y in Spec if and only if SX is a split subobject of SF p (Y ) ≃ OY in DLat.
On the other side, the split algebras for the lower Vietoris monad on StLocComp are precisely the free algebras V Y since StLocComp Î is idempotent split complete. It is also observed in [Hofmann, 2014] that the equivalence functor (−) op : Top → StLocComp Î restricts to a functor (−) op : Spl(Top ) → Spl(StLocComp Î ); but this functor is not an equivalence since X op is spectral for every X in Spl(Top ), but V Y is spectral if and only if Y is spectral (see Proposition 2.2). This leaves us with the problem to characterise those spectral spaces X so that V X is in the image of the functor above.
Theorem 5.5. Let X be a spectral space. Then (V X) op is a split algebra for the filter monad on Top if and only if X op is a split algebra for the prime filter monad p on Top.
Proof. For a spectral space X, (V X) op is a split algebra for if and only if there is a topological space Y and morphisms
in Top with rs = 1. Hence,
Spec Î , which corresponds to spectral distributors
with ψ · ϕ = 1 X in SpecDist. Since SpecDist ≃ DLat op ⊥,∨ , this is equivalent to SX being a split subobject of (SF p Y ) op ≃ CY in DLat op ⊥,∨ , which in turn is equivalent to S(X op ) being a frame.
